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OVERVIEW

The fund invests in equities of companies
around the globe, focusing on those
firms demonstrating what we believe to
be key growth characteristics, including
increasing profit margins and high returns
on invested capital.

Key Drivers of Performance
»»  Posting a gain of 2.47% for A shares, the fund outperformed the benchmark MSCI ACWI Growth Index return of 0.75%. The fund’s results bore out
our thesis that given the scarcity of growth, investors are willing to pay for those companies offering superior growth.
»»  Our overweight to and selection in information technology, particularly Internet software and services, added value during the period.

KEY FEATURES

»»  Selection in consumer discretionary, specifically within home entertainment software and the apparel and accessories industry, also contributed 		

»» Flexibility to seek growth globally,
pursuing the best risk/reward
opportunities across country, market
capitalisation and sector

		 positively to fund performance.

»» Seeks global growth companies that
may benefit from long-term secular
themes, including a burgeoning global
middle class and an increased demand
for information and entertainment

»»  Our overweight to energy, the worst-performing sector during the month, set back performance.
»»  From a geographic standpoint, selection in Italy negatively weighed on return.

Market and Portfolio Overview
»»  In the U.S., investors saw an increased likelihood of a near-term interest rate hike by the Federal Reserve in response to solid labour market 		
		 fundamentals, improved global market conditions and generally better purchasing activity in many economies.

PORTFOLIO FIT

»»  European equities had a slight loss as economic data has been mixed and investors are apprehensive about the British referendum over whether to

The fund is a growth-oriented addition to
a strategic global equity allocation and
may complement or provide an alternative
to value or blended styles.

		 leave the European Union.
»»  Asian equities declined. Japanese equities have been pressured by the continued appreciation in the yen, which recently hit an 18-month high 		
		 versus the dollar.

FUND INFORMATION

I share U.S. $ Acc. CUSIP: G17716575
I Share U.S. $ Acc. ISIN: IE00B296WH30
In Switzerland only, this document is available for retail
distribution. In other countries, this document does not
constitute an offer or solicitation to invest in the Fund. It is
directed only at professional/sophisticated investors and it is
for their use and information. This document should not be
shown or given to retail investors. Any entity responsible for
forwarding this material to other parties takes responsibility
for ensuring compliance with the financial promotion rules.

»»  Emerging markets gave back some of the gains in recent months with a 3.71% loss in May, as represented by the MSCI Emerging Markets Index.
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Performance data quoted represents past performance, and may not be a reliable guide to future results. Performance data quoted does not include the Fund’s maximum 5%
front-end sales charge the Fund’s returns would have been lower. Performance shown reflects the management fee. All performance shown assumes reinvestment of dividends and
capital gains distributions. Returns for periods less than 12 months are not annualised. See “Important Information” on the last page for more information.
This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to invest in the Fund. It is directed only at professional/sophisticated investors and it is for their use and information. This document should not be
shown or given to retail investors. Any entity responsible for forwarding this material to other parties takes responsibility for ensuring compliance with the financial promotion rules.
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Monthly Attribution Analysis

GLOBAL EQUITY FUND VERSUS MSCI ACWI GROWTH INDEX

Global equities had small gains in May, led by the U.S., as global economies
improved and market volatility declined. Europe was flat whilst Asia and emerging
markets declined.
U.S. retail sales climbed 1.3% in April, the most in 13 months and a welcome
spending uptick from a sluggish first quarter. Gains were relatively broad-based
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2% compared to the weak first quarter growth of 0.5%.
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In Europe, manufacturing and services purchasing activity continue to expand in
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line with or slightly ahead of expectations. Unemployment improved modestly
to 10.22%, the lowest since 2011. There was a slight pick-up in inflation, but not
sufficient enough to catch up with the European Central Bank’s inflation targets.

Total value added (%)
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across categories because of strength in autos, furniture and online e-commerce.
Estimates for second quarter economic growth have picked up with readings above
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Investors also are concerned about a stronger euro and mixed corporate earnings
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reports. Ireland (+2.40%) and Belgium (+2.17%) led whilst Austria (-6.35%) and
Italy (-3.49%) trailed.

SECTOR WEIGHTS (AVERAGE WEIGHT % DURING THE MONTH)
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Economic data continues to be lackluster in Japan as core inflation remains very
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low and purchasing data reflects a manufacturing sector that is still contracting.
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Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s anticipated delay in a sales tax increase should bolster
domestic demand but also reflects many market participants’ skepticism regarding
the central bank’s effectiveness in stimulating the economy. Japanese equities lost
1.04% whilst Australia (-2.39%) and Hong Kong (-0.88%) also declined.
The Fed’s more hawkish comments during the month reduced demand for
emerging market assets, reflecting concern that higher U.S. interest rates would

SECTOR RETURNS (%)
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Calculations may be subject to rounding.

drain capital flows. China continues to navigate more moderate economic

Posting a gain of 2.47% for A shares, the fund outperformed the benchmark MSCI ACWI Growth Index return of 0.75%.

growth. Manufacturing activity showed very slight expansion whilst the country’s

Our overweight to and selection in information technology, particularly internet software and services, added value during

industrial profits and exports trailed estimates. India announced 7.9% growth for

the period. Selection in consumer discretionary, specifically within home entertainment software and apparel and accessories

the quarter, the strongest expansion of any global economy. The top performers

names, also contributed positively to results. Our overweight to energy, the worst-performing sector during the month,

were Greece (+11.43%) and Philippines (+4.54%), whilst Brazil (-13.64%) and

inhibited performance. From a geographic standpoint, selection in Italy negatively weighed on return.

Turkey (-13.34%) trailed.
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Outlook
Markets continue to experience the higher volatility, relatively lowertotal-return environment we anticipated at the start of the year. Periods
of spiking volatility will likely continue as modest global economic
growth, geopolitical tensions, political uncertainty and central bank
policies influence markets. Favourable factors within the U.S. include
mostly solid employment data, low interest rates and limited inflationary
pressures. Potential risks to the economy include deflation, fiscal policy
and onerous regulations that restrain growth. We continue to see
improvement in Europe as mixed-but-improved economic data reflects
resilience despite persistent low inflation. Japan’s economy struggles
to grow, although many bottom-up investment opportunities are
benefiting from increased capital efficiency and governance changes.

FUND SECTOR WEIGHTING MONTH TO MONTH CHANGE
SECTOR WEIGHTINGS
AS OF 31/5/16

SECTOR WEIGHTINGS
AS OF 30/4/16

Information Technology

20.1%

17.2%

Health Care

Telecommunication Services

1.0%

-0.5%

3.7%

3.5%
1.9%

0.1%

9.4%

8.9%

Materials

0.7%

9.8%

9.9%

Consumer Staples

0.3%

11.0%

11.7%

Industrials

1.3%
-2.9%

12.5%

12.8%

Financials

Utilities

28.8%

30.1%

Consumer Discretionary

Energy

MONTH-TO-MONTH
CHANGE
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0.0%
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0.0%

0.0%

OVER/UNDERWEIGHT SECTOR VERSUS MSCI ACWI GROWTH INDEX (31/5/16)
GLOBAL EQUITY FUND

MSCI ACWI GROWTH INDEX

OVER/UNDERWEIGHT VS. INDEX

China’s economic data shows signs of stabilisation with stronger
demand in consumption and services whilst industrial data has picked
up modestly from a lower base.

Information Technology
17.2%

Health Care

we favour quality growth companies over cyclicals. We emphasise
investments in companies with solid cash flow generation and
stronger balance sheets. From a thematic and sector perspective, we
see opportunities in the technology sector, consumer companies tied

Energy

3.5%
1.9%

Telecommunication Services

1.0%

Utilities

12.0%

8.9%

Materials

0.0%

-0.3%

12.0%

9.9%

Consumer Staples

-1.7%

14.5%

11.7%

Industrials

10.0%
-1.4%

18.6%

12.8%

Financials

Given our outlook for a continued period of muted economic growth,

20.1%

30.1%

Consumer Discretionary

13.4%

-2.1%
-4.5%

2.0%
4.4%
2.2%
0.8%

1.5%
-2.5%
-1.2%
-0.8%

to global consumption, and companies positioned to benefit from
improving fundamentals in Europe. We believe our active investment
approach and long-term perspective positions us to take advantage of

Sector Weightings are calculated as a percentage of Net Assets. The tables exclude cash or cash equivalents, any government/sovereign bonds or
instruments on broad based indexes the portfolio may hold. You can obtain a complete listing of holdings by visiting www.calamos.com/global.

the opportunities in global markets as they arise.
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Fund Information

FUND FACTS		

LARGEST TEN HOLDINGS1

FUND

MSCI ACWI
GROWTH INDEX

CLASS A SHARES

FUND INFORMATION

USD Accumulating

CLASS C SHARES
USD Accumulating

CLASS I SHARES’
USD Accumulating

Alphabet, Inc. - Class A

6.2%

Number of Holdings

80

1,434

Domicile

Ireland

Inception Date

27/11/07

5/10/09

5/10/09

Apple, Inc.

3.5%

Total Net Assets

USD $49.2 mil

N/A

Liquidity

Daily

SEDOL

B28VTX4

B296WC8

B296WH3

Tencent Holdings, Ltd.

2.8%

Dealing Day
Cut-Off

4 PM ET

ISIN

2.6%

Weighted Average
Market Cap

USD $121.7 bil USD $94.6 bil

Facebook, Inc. - Class A

2.4%

USD $37.8 bil

USD $8.3 bil

IE00B296WC84
G17716559

Priceline Group, Inc.

Median Market Cap

IE00B28VTX42
G17716534

Taiwan Semiconductor Mnfg. Co., Ltd.

2.2%

31.9%

38.0%

£/€/$2,500/
£/€/$50

£/€/$2,500/
£/€/$50

£/€/$1,000,000/
£/€/$100,000

Pandora, A/S

2.2%

ROIC

19.7%

17.9%

1.50%

1.00%

Baidu, Inc.

2.1%

42.0%

N/A

Management Fee
(% of NAV)

1.50%

Naspers, Ltd. - Class N

1.8%

Portfolio Turnover
(12 months)

Total Expense Ratioˇ

1.85%

2.85%

1.35%

Diageo, PLC

1.7%

TOTAL

Debt to Capital

CUSIP
Min. initial investment/
Subsequent investment

IE00B296WH30
G17716575

ˇ T he fund also offers Class A, C and I shares in HKD, GBP and EUR share classes.
`Class I shares are RDR compliant.

27.5%

The portfolio is actively managed. Holdings and weightings are
subject to change daily. Holdings are provided for informational
purposes only.
1
Largest 10 Holdings are calculated as a percentage of Net
Assets. The table excludes cash or cash equivalents, any
government/sovereign bonds or instruments on broad based
indexes the portfolio may hold. You can obtain a complete listing of holdings by visiting www.calamos.com/global.

Calamos Global Equity Fund is a sub-fund of Calamos Global
Funds PLC, an investment company with variable capital
incorporated with limited liability in Ireland (registered
number 444463), and is authorised and regulated by the
Irish Financial Regulator as an Undertaking for Collective
Investment in Transferable Securities (“UCITS”). The Company
is a recognised scheme in the U.K. for the purposes of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, but is not
authorised under such Act and therefore investors will
not be entitled to compensation under the U.K. Financial
Services Compensation Scheme. Calamos Global Funds PLC
has been established as an umbrella fund with segregated
liability between subfunds and is authorised pursuant to
the European Communities (Undertakings for Collective
Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations 2003
as amended. Calamos Investments LLP, is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, and is the
distributor of the Calamos Global Funds PLC.
Important Information. Portfolios are managed according
to their respective strategies which may differ significantly
in terms of security holdings, industry weightings, and
asset allocation from those of the benchmark(s). Portfolio
performance, characteristics and volatility may differ from the
benchmark(s) shown. Average annual total return measures

net investment income and capital gain or loss from portfolio
investments as an annualised average. All performance
shown assumes reinvestment of dividends and capital
gains distributions. The Fund also offers Class X shares, the
performance of which may vary. Performance shown reflects
the management fee.
Returns net of fees include the investment advisory fee
charged by Calamos Advisors LLC. Returns greater than 12
months are annualised. All performance shown assumes
reinvestment of dividends and capital gains distributions.
Sources for performance data: Calamos Advisors LLC, RBC,
Morningstar, Captial IQ and BNY Mellon Performance & Risk
Analytics, LLC.
The Fund is offered solely to non-U.S. investors under the terms
and conditions of the fund’s current prospectus. The prospectus
contains important information about the Fund and should be
read carefully before investing. A copy of the full and simplified
prospectus for the Fund may be obtained by visiting www.
calamos.com/global, or by contacting the local Paying Agent
listed by jurisdiction at www.calamos.com/global, or through the
fund’s Transfer Agent, RBC Investor Services Ireland Limited. In
Switzerland, all important information such as the constituents
documents, the sales prospectus, the Key Investor Information
Document (“KIID”) and the annual or semi-annual report can be
obtained free of charge from the Swiss representative. The Swiss

representative is Acolin Fund Services AG, Affolternstrasse 56,
8050 Zürich. The Swiss paying agent is NPB Neue Privat Bank AG,
Limmatquai 1/am Bellevue, CH-8022 Zürich.
The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market
capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the
equity market performance of developed markets. The MSCI
ACWI Growth Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization
weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market
performance of developed and emerging markets. The MSCI
AC (All Country) Pacific Index is a free float-adjusted market
capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the
equity market performance of the developed and emerging
markets in the Pacific region.
Unmanaged index returns assume reinvestment of any and all
distributions and, unlike fund returns, do not reflect fees, expenses
or sales charges. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
Debt/capital ratio is a measure of a company’s financial leverage,
calculated as the company’s debt divided by its total capital. ROIC
(return on invested capital) measures how effectively a company
uses the money invested in its operations, calculated as a company’s net income minus any dividends divided by the company’s
total capital.
Calamos Investments LLP Distributor

Calamos Investments LLP
62 Threadneedle Street | London EC2R 8HP
Tel: +44 (0)20 3178 8838 | www.calamos.com/global
Calamos Investments LLC
2020 Calamos Court | Naperville, IL 60563-2787
Tel: 877.663.8056 | www.calamos.com
Calamos Global Funds PLC
c/o RBC Investor Services Ireland Limited
Georges Quay House | 43 Townsend Street| Dublin 2 | Ireland
Tel: +353 1 440 6555 | Fax: +353 1 613 0401 | www.calamos.co.uk
E-mail: dublin_ta_customer_support@rbc.com
© 2016 Calamos Investments LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Calamos® and Calamos Investments® are registered trademarks of
Calamos Investments LLC.
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